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That pile of broken mirrors
Cardozo’s painting or the subject of oblivion

Pablo Thiago Rocca / Director of the Figari Museum

“we are this chimeric museum of inconstant shapes /
that pile of broken mirrors.”

Jorge Luis Borges
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A first look at Eduardo Cardozo’s current pictorial production reveals an 
outstanding reality. Against the grain of the modern painting movement of the 
last century in the Western world, which, starting from the supposedly naturalist 
perception of reality turns, not without spasms or reverses, to “pure” abstraction, 
Cardozo’s painting emerges from the abstract universe and arrives with strong 
footing into figurative art. Eduardo Cardozo, a figurative painter? Yes. But let’s 
look at the exceptions and the digressions. Firstly, the once trending dichotomy 
between figurative and abstract painting, in which so many Uruguayan painters 
got tangled up, came from historic reasons linked to the birth of avant-garde and 
the death of the academy.1

Once those conditions expired, the differences were bridged in a debate that, 
whether looked at carefully or under new light, lacked reason, it was nonsensical, a 
critical fallacy. Paint without abstraction is not possible. Any sector on a figurative 
painting could be isolated or enlarged to give room to a composition which 
is far from “real” as far as photographic vision goes.2 In the same way, it can be 
argued that there is no purely abstract painting as human imagination cannot 
see that which it does not recognize within a prior visual experience framework 
and thus tends to see figures or landscapes where there is nothing but spots, 
randomness, or abstraction. Secondly, throughout his career as a painter, Cardozo 
has maintained a parallel participation in the local press -constant, if spaced-
apart- as illustrator of a figurative disposition; work in graphite, pencil or charcoal, 
which through smudging and messy strokes make up dimly-lit and depressive 
environments. They are brief descriptive exercises where -psychological- space 
manifests as concern. Third and lastly, since the very beginning, Cardozo’s work 
dealt with spatial relationships between objects and abstract forms; these 
relationships tell us both about the sense of proportion and movement as they 

would in a figurative work, that is to say, the type of information or expression 
channeled is of the same nature.

Why is it important, then, to talk about Cardozo as a figurative painter? Simply to 
understand how through dissimilar paths an artist arrives at certain results over 
others, and how dwelling into his creative process we come to understand how a 
painting was made and the drive behind it.
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For over a decade now, Cardozo’s painting has achieved an artistic level worthy of 
attention and recognition both nationally and internationally. This has not been a 
hindrance for his work to make an impact due to its constant “style” changes and 
for it to never remain stuck in a comfortable seat of honor.

The series of open drawings and quiet pictorial fields we call Geometrías inciertas3 
was followed by an overpopulated world of shapes, of fragmentation and “noise” 
in works which are already great in size,4 where his studies en plein air were starting 
to show as sources. These sketches manifest an interest for the movement of the 
foliage of the trees and space as vague musicality. The rippling of the foliage and 
the watery reflections that multiply or are lost -as well as his constant references 
to the history of painting, in this case to Monet’s Water Lilies pond-, became 
evident in his next series Sin fechar5, where the artist’s view seemed to catch the 
phenomenology of transparencies and luminous reflections like “plastic situations”. 
The foliage comes apart, it “acts”, the colors swish and the pallet raises a tone in 
the collection of works that persist through time and the artist calls Mudanzas6. 
In this series, the flaking walls on the streets and houses are the excuse to dig dip 
into planes and superposition of mass, signs and colors. In each series, Cardozo 
seems to move farther away -without leaving them entirely- from his first graphic 



concerns, in the direction of linearity of the drawing and incision, to dive into 
painting par excellence: plastic. The Expansions series will come soon after, recent, 
a kind of pictorial, foam, sperm or fog explosions7, where the depth of the painting 
comes from the superposition of shapes and planes. The path was already 
mapped for the clouds to grow, the cumulonimbus8. In these three last series, 
the search for depth in the pictorial field happens without indications of a conic 
perspective, without human or architectural presences which could act as guides 
or vanishing points to estimate said pictorial space.

Thus, in this short summary where we have mentioned his pictorial series -which 
cannot do justice to the number or quality of his work-, we acknowledge how the 
matter of space and gravity, that is, the attraction of the intra-painting elements, 
creates a poetics of depth and the abyss, of the limits and references that overtake 
each other.
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The thing is that Cardozo always seems to be looking beyond the possibilities of 
pictorial representation, straining the limits of his work tool, of his technical scope. 
He explores natural phenomena that tend to the dissipation of shapes in some 
sort of hazy oblivion. He seems to be saying to us: “If figurative reality is another 
form of illusion, then let’s penetrate into that mirage and subvert it.”

I want to dwell on this idea of mirage not in the sense of delusion, but in the 
character of image inversion, which is the sine qua non feature of specular reflection 
(manifestation which actually originates this peculiar ism). The small puddles in the 
forest or in the street of a village catch the unfathomable depths of the sky as day 
mirrors and night holes. The branches of the trees rush into the space and thereby 
get a triple reversal of meaning: sense as direction -pointing to earth against gravity-; 
as sensory organ –optically rigging the above for the below-; and of meaning -the 
landscape sinks and internalizes-. There is certainly a proposal to go the other way 
while we are forced to cross the mirror of custom and non-thoughtful observation. 
The “conceptual” adding of a painter cloth -of those used in the atelier to clean 
the brushes- attached or dropped on the surface of some of these paintings, as in 
The other side, not only seeks and achieves an effect of greater depth to the work 
in question, but also imposes an “other” look, a departure from the narrative world 
(diegesis) and openly declares the intention of the game.

The references to the history of painting have to be read in that declaratory tone: 
the leaden surface resembling Anselm Kieffer in Decision and in The Dream; the 
trunks of silver poplars resembling Corot and the “leaves as coins lighter than their 

weight”; the hallucinated backgrounds of the watercolor paintings by Henry Darger 
as backdrop of the figurative landscapes and of the Removals series. In Presagio, a 
spectacular cumulonimbus cloud with typical anvil shape, or in Baroque, reproducing 
the cell pattern of the weather phenomenon known as mammatus (mammary 
cloud), Cardozo explores the contradictions of working with pictorial material of 
high density and thick impasto to suggest the vaporous and fix the illusory (more 
reminiscent of Constable than of Turner). It is important to know that in some of 
these large canvases the artist works with oil paint -in the past he used mainly 
acrylic paint-, i.e., with the kind of painting that was created to give the illusion 
of perspective and volume, of possession. It is the most corporeal of the pictorial 
techniques now to the service of the ethereal and the indefinite. It is a tour de 
force between the painter and his environment. Providing the clouds with a place 
for consistency is a form of declaration of principles, it is working with ideas and 
concepts. Thus, these paintings are more atmospheric than actually figurative works. 
Finally, in a back and forth across the borders of artistic statements and the contours 
of the categorizations -abstract and figurative, material and water painting, the real 
and the illusory- the artist constructs a different order, a flirtation with chaos, a bet for 
and against their technical resources to build the final image of the painting as the 
“museum of inconstant shapes” which Borges rules as in a dream.

Salinas, August 2016

Notes

1.  I do not forget those like Cuneo-Perinetti, Norberto Berdía, Manuel Espínola Gómez, 
Américo Spósito and Amalia Polleri (to name a few) who swung on either end of the 
spectrum, since those dialogues fed the debates rather that resolving them.

2. Not even photography is saved from this presumption, with the exception that 
photographic grain or digital pixel constructs the image in a way, while in painting 
there is no such constituent unit, there is no modular or unitary measure in which to 
summarize it.

3.  Pablo Thiago Rocca in Eduardo Cardozo, Latin American Art, Buenos Aires, 2009.

4.  Rauschen. Catalogue of the exhibit of Eduardo Cardozo in the National Museum of 
Visual Arts of Uruguay, Montevideo, 2012.

5.  Sin fechar. Catalogue of the exhibit in Fundación Atchugarry, Punta del Este, Uruguay, 2014.

6.  Eduardo Cardozo’s nuclear voyage. Artfiliving, Washington DC, 2015

7.  Interview of the author at the artist’s atelier, July 7th, 2016.

8.  The skies and especially the clouds have been a recurring topic in Uruguayan painting, 
with important exponents, including Juan Manuel Blanes, Pedro Blanes Viale, Pedro 
Figari, Humberto Causa, Alfredo de Simone, Carlos de Santiago, Carmelo de Arzadun, 
Petrona Viera, Domingo Laporte and Ernesto Laroche.



Detail
oil on canvas
53,1” x 80”



Without title
oil on paper

30” x 22,4”



Point of view
oil on canvas
53” x 79,9”



The dream
oil on canvas
47,2” x 106,3”





Without title
oil on paper

30” x 22,4”



Presagio
oil on canvas
61,4” x 82,7”



Without title
oilon paper

30” x 22,4”



The other side
oil on canvas (collage)
59” x 106,3”



Decision
oil on canvas
92,5” x 131,9”





Floating
oil on canvas

31,5” x 47,2



Falling
oil on canvas
59” x 96,4”



Without title
oil on paper

30” x 22,4”



Roots
oil on canvas
78,7” x 122”



Without title
oil on paper

30” x 22,4”



Without title
oil on paper
30” x 22,4”



Baroque
oil on canvas
39,4” x 63”





Evanescent
acrylic on canvas

39,4” x 59”



Ilusion
acrylic on canvas
41” x 63,8”



Without title
acrylic on canvas

35,4” x 47,2”



Ilusion II
acrylic on canvas
42” x 61,4”



Sky wall
acrylic on canvas

47,3” x 56,3º”





Removals series
acrylic on canvas
35,4” x 76,8”





Removals series
acrylic on canvas

37,8” x 61,4”



At the same time
acrylic on canvas
39,4” x 63”



At the same time II
acrylic on canvas

49,2” x 78,7”





Removals series
acrylic on canvas
53” x 80”







Eduardo Cardozo  

Cardozo was born in Montevideo, Uruguay, where he 
currently resides, and graduated from the National 
School of Fine Arts in 1990. Two years later, he 
traveled to Europe to expand his artistic process 
and scholarship, first in France under an award by 
the Paul Cézanne Salon, and later in Italy where he 
studied engraving techniques with famed printmaker 
and founder of New York Graphic Workshop Luis 
Camnitzer. His work has been featured in dozens of 
solo and collective exhibitions in private and public 
institutions, notably at the Museum Nacional de Artes 
Visuales in Uruguay, Praxis Gallery in Buenos Aires, the 
Museo de América in Madrid, the Cervantes Institute 
in Barcelona, Cuenca Biennal and Mercosur Biennal. 
Cardozo has also received a number of international 
awards and recognitions, including the Bicentenary 
Painting Prize of 2011 by the Ministerio de Educación 
y Cultura in Uruguay and the 2012 First Prize at the 
51st National Visual Arts Salon.




